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V E R S A T I L E AND VOLATILE: T H E T H R E E - S E C T I O N A L S T A F F — O n e

of China's least understood weapons, the three-sectional staff is actually one of
kung fu's most lethal fighting tools. Noted weapons authority Eric Lee shows
you the ropes of three-sectional staff combat.
About the Cover: Kung fu kingpin Eric
Lee puiverizes an opponent with a threesectionai staff strike. KKi photographer
Art Foxaii was there to catch the action
with his Leica M4. Harry Sherman did the
cover iayout.

DISCLAIMER
RAINBOW PUBLICATIONS, INC., as a publisher, does not
endorse and makes no representation, warranty or guarantee
concerning the safety or effectiveness of either the products
and services advertised in this magazine or the martial arts
or other techniques discussed or iiiustrated in this magazine.
The publisher expressiy disciaims any and all liability relating
to the manufacture, sale or use of such products and services
and the application of the techniques discussed or illustrated
in this magazine. The purchase or use of some of the products, services or techniques advertised or discussed in this
magazine may be illegal in some areas of the United States
or other countries. Therefore, you should check federal, state,
and local laws prior to your purchase or use of these products,
services or techniques. The publisher makes no representation or warranty concerning the legality of the purchase or use
of these products, services or techniques in the United States
or elsewhere.
Because of the nature of some of the products, services
and techniques advertised or discussed in this magazine, you
should consult a physician before using these products or services or applying these techniques.
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Versatile and Volatile:

The Three-Sectional Staff

by Mike Replogie

What is as long as a spear and as
short as a baton?
What has the strength of a sword yet
the flex of a whip chain?
What can deliver a fatal blow or simply grapple and hold?
What is more dangerous to the
novice that it is to his opponent?
What is as beautiful to w a t c h as it is
effective to use?
If you haven't guessed already, the
answer Is sawm jeet gwivn—the Chinese three-sectional staff.
The three-sectional staff is a weapon
rich in heritage. Since its invention over
1,000 years ago by the first Chinese emperor of the Sun Dynasty, Jin Hong Van, j
its incredible versatility has made it one j
of China's most popular and fascinating j
fighting implements.
\
The three-sectional staff basically j
consists of three short sticks joined t o - 1
gether with flexible metal connectors j
and rings to form one long pole with t w o i
joints. The materials used for the shafts
vary.

Chinese Combat Weapon
In combat the three-sectional staff
can be used in its extended form to fight
long-range weapons, or In its flexed and
folded form for short-range fighting. It
can be used as a rigid stick o r ;staff, or
just as easily as a flexible v
snaking around the guard and d<
of an opponent. This unique vo atilit
culminates in a weapon that

Showing the versatility of the
three-sectional staff, Eric Lee
uses the weapon to strike (top),
high block (middle) and double
middle block (left).
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adaptable—one that allows personalized application.
The three-sectional staff Is capable
of generating great power in a variety of
ranges. The weapon is noted for its
swift, flexible movements. The very
aspects of range, speed, power and f iexibliity that make the weapon so appealing are the same qualities that make it a
very compiex and potentially dangerous
weapon to learn. Indeed, the threesectionai staff requires special dedication from students who want to master
it.

three-sectional staff training. As w i t h
the study of any art or weapon, exercises are a vital aspect of the learning
process, and the three-sectionai staff is
no exception. The development of
strength in the wrists, forearms, shoulders and back is essential for the proper
control of this exotic weapon.
In his training methods, Lee has
developed specific techniques to give
strength to needed muscle groups.
These exercises are especially important due to the weight, size and unforgiv-

ing temperment of the weapon.
The three-sectional staff, like its
smaller cousin the nunchaku or the flexible w h i p chain, can easiiy strike its unpractised practioner. The size, weight
and flexible properties of the three-sectional staff combine to create a weapon
that has distinctive properties of movement, very unlike those of any other
weapon. Special skills are required to
strike with the three-sectional staff and
not be struck by it; to catch it and not be
caught by it.

According to kung fu expert and instructor Eric Lee, learning the three-sectional staff can be a difficult but very rewarding process. "You know," he confides, "I practice the weapon mostly for
pure enjoyment. It's an art form. If you
don't like it, you don't appreciate it and it
doesn't do anything for you. It's a good
exercise for your arms and for the whole
body."
Exercises
In his recently published Ohara book,
Advanced
Three Sectional
Staff: Kung
Fu Weapon of Self-Defense,
Lee discusses the necessity of special physical conditioning as preparation for

As Lee is attacked with a low thrust, he blocks with the middle section (1). Then he raises the staff (2) and wraps It around his attacker's neck
while chambering his leg (3). Lee then places his foot on his attacker's upper chest while he squeezes the staff together (4).

Lee shows how effectively the three-sectional staff can block. He uses the middle section to block a thrust (1), the end section to block a high
blow (2) and a low attack (3), and then he uses both end sections to stop a diagonal attack (4).
the three-sectionai staff and the figureeight, he can start learning combinations of techniques.
" W h e n the student finishes one set
of c o m b i n a t i o n s , " Lee explains, " h e
learns another set of c o m b i n a t i o n s .
Pretty soon he's learned a lot of b a s i c s . "
Of course, basics combine into
forms and Lee, sometimes called the
Little King of Kata, stands firmly behind
the concept of form as a learning method for the three-sectionai staff.
" F o r m is very important in t r a i n i n g , "
he stresses. "The student learns and
practices many techniques and c o m binations in a form. Your stances, balance and technique ail improve."

The three-sectional
staff, with end sections
at top and bottom, and
the middle section In
the center.*-.
-4When swung fully extended, the three-sectional staff can have a
devastating, whipping
effect.

The m o m e n t u m generated by a
three-sectional staff strike creates an
awesome power that the student must
ieam to safely control. But one must
also not be afraid to unleash the weapon's power.
As Lee explains, "To really be good
at anything, especially learning something like the three-sectionai staff, you
have to be somewhat gutsy, because if
you are afraid of it, it's going to hit you
harder. Therefore, just let go and relax, if
you really feel unsafe, you can wear a

football helmet or some other kind of
protective gear."
Technique and Form
What is the first movement a student
of the three-sectionai staff learns? "Basically, you learn how to do the figureeight," says Lee. " i start out with a long
pole, and i teach how to do the figureeight with a stick. When students can do
it with a stick, then I'll start them w i t h
the three-sectionai staff." Once the student is proficient with the movement of

Accuracy
For the beginner or advanced student that already has an understanding
of the potential of the three-sectionai
staff. Lee's book presents several effective drills to improve accuracy w i t h the
weapon. As w i t h any weapon, use of the
three-sectionai staff is pointless (and
potentially dangerous) if it can't be used
accurately.
Target exercise can improve the
clarity and focus of a strike, w h i c h is
especially useful in forms and c o m p e t i tions, if the student cannot handle the
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thiree-sectlonal staff accurately against
a target, any effective application to
self-defense Is virtually impossible.
A North American Weapon?

A good accuracy drill for swinging strikes
with the far end section is to chamber the
staff (1) and swing it at a smali, hanging baii
(2).

Is the three-sectional staff a weapon
that can be carried and used in contemporary North America? No. It is not
something that ordinary North Americans would expect to run Into in the
course of their daiiy iives. It is not something that you wouid normaily see being
carried down the street, as you would a
walking cane or umbreila.
As far as carrying the three-sectional
staff, whether in transit from class to
class or to and from your car, Lee states,
"I suggest that you be very careful. You
don't want to expose too much of the
weapon. Who's going to carry a threesectionai staff on the street anyway?
You're only going to make trouble for
yourself, either with the law or with
somebody else In the street."
The three-sectional staff was developed for warfare In ancient China, and
for that use Its flexibility and variation of
length are unsurpassed. In combat
against horsemen, spears, staffs and

swords, the three-sectlonai staff was
unique and very effective.
But the weapon is impractical in
modern North American quick-and-dirty
streetfights. Self-defense is likely to be
a spontaneous, unexpected occurrence
where the defender uses whatever defense is at hand. Of course, if he happens to be carrying a three-sectionai
staff on the way home from a workout,
mugger beware!
For strength, speed, power, flexibility
and beauty of movement, the three-sectional staff is still unsurpassed. Excellent form can be achieved from training
with it. And for a martial artist who is
familiar with weapons but wants a real
challenge, pick up the three-sectionai
staff and try to master it.
"If you like the weapon," Lee says,
"then you will accept the challenge. You
want to learn it and it's not difficult at all
because you like what you are doing.
You've got to like It first, and second,
don't beafraid. Experience!"
•
About the Author: h/like Replogle is a
Los Angeles-based
freelance writer and
Is a frequent contributor to KKI.

